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INTRODUCTION, 

.( Jl 
~The purpose of this book is to acquaint the reader with all the 

information necessary to make adobe bricks that conform to ·the specifi~ 
cations of- the Uniform Building Code, and thus can be used for build~ 
ing a. horne or other structure. 

- My wife and I made 7,000 adobe bricks, totaling about 120 tons, 
and then built a nine room house with them .. Much of my knowledge 
was gained through trial and erFOr as I had no previous experience in 
this art, being a geologist by trade. 

Several persons have told me that they once had the intention of 
making adobe bricks but that the lack of good information on the 

·subject had kept them from ever getting started. If the reader has similar 
ideas and is similarly fr~trated, then perhaps this book will "engage 
his gears" for him. Good r~sults can be accomplished if the prospective 
adobe~rnaker follows the basic ideas herein, uses common sense and is 
willing to perform a great amount of.hard manual labor. . 

·Man has been making adobe brikks for several thousand years, and 
although they have constituted. the DQ.ain building rpaterial in several 
parts of the world the average Arnerid:n knows little more about them· 
than to ask im experienced adobe~ maker, "Do you use ~any straw?" The 
knowledge that the Israelites were f~rced to make them without straw 
f~r Pharoah seems an intrinsic part' of most people's basic learning. Even 
though the uncomplicated procedure of making adobes is little known 
or practiced in the United States, there is a wide· and deep regard for 
the appearance of adobes and of structures Blllilt with them, perhaps 
because they signify "f...1other Earth;" · -

"Plain as a mud wall" is a~ ~]d expression implying a great lack 
of physical beauty. However, any study of the real estate columns in · · 
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8 today's newspapers will show that "adobe" is a prestige word ~certifying 
artistic uniquen-ess and premium quality in a house, and also a higher 
price. Apart from homes built entirely of adobe, the existence of an 
adobe fireplace or patio wall receives special mention, and I have even 
seen a,stucco home revered as being "adobe colored". · 

--~ --- -· -·-·-·- -Tile f8.Ct th8.-t adobes do llot require any complicated technology in 
thei~ manufacture and that structures made of them are pleasing to the 
eye has not generated any great wave of increased use. Partly this is be, 
cause itis a lot of hard work, and partly because ·the adobe is not a part 
of the average Americ;an's heritage and thus the necessary knowledge 
is not diffused throughout his awareness of what is possible. A big ob, 
stacle. to anyone trying to learn ho\V

6 
to make' acceptable adobes is the 

-~ fact that little has been written on the subject, and most of that is out of 
print. An even larger obstacle is that much of the literature, past and 
present, that I have read is out of date, does not comply with the 
specifications of the Uniform Building Code, and contains many omis, 
sions of important information, some o~tright mi'sinformation, and too 
much over,generalization. . 

The Uniform Building Code is a set of standards for construction 
- that has been adopted in many areas o( the U. S. Any construction wjth 

adobe in these areas must conform with the provisions i'1;1 the Code that 
deal with adobe. Following the Code means safe and sound construction. 

Of course there are manx, adobe buildings in the world that are not 
built according to the Code, and every year earthquakes knock down 
thousan~s of them. In these buildings, the adobe bricks are not water, 
proofed; mud is used for mortar, no reinforcing steel is used, and no bond 
beam is poured along the _.top of -the wall. The traditional method of 
protecting adobe walls against rain is with wide· roof eves and/ or a 
skin of mud plaster, with the plaster requiring periodic patching as it 

·erodes away. It follows- that the traditional method of building with 
adobe is suitable only in arid or semiarid lands where there is no possi~ 
bility of earthquakes of any great magnitude. 

This book began as a work limited to the subject of how to make 
adobe bricks. Then, the publisher suggested that it would be helpful to 
include a section on laying adobe bricks, as anyone wanting to make 
adobes would undoubtedly want to build something with them. This 
I could do, but the building of adobe walls involves knowing about such 
things as foundations, electrical outlets, reinforcing steel, bond beams, 
etc. -

The solution~ was to expand the book to tell something of how my 
wife and I planned and built our adobe home, which will help the reader 
by acquainting him with many of the things that enter into any type 



of adobe construction. Added to this are information sheets in the Ap~ 
pendix and the names of reference sources which I found useful; some 
of these may be obtained from local libraries or bookstores: 

To !11Y knowledge, building with adobe is the only way that a 
family with no experience and little money can come to own a truely 
fine home and not be deeply in debt when it's finished. To this can be 
added the observation that it is a useful, viable, and highly appreciated 
form of self~expression. , 

For a family to build an adobe home is a task of monumental pro~ 
portions. Although I have read that it should always be lo0ked on as 
"fun," I found that the exigent attitude of "NO EXCUSES! GET 
MOVING! NOW!" that was imbued in me during my days in the 
Marine Corps was what got the y.rork done. Then, of course, there ·was 
the lure of the Challenge. Further impiration can-be derived from read~ 
ing such classics •as Victorr Hugo's Toilers of the, Sea, and Kipling's 
poem "If". ·· 

9 
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BASIC COMPONENTS 
( J 

Adobe br-icks consist mainly of a mixture of sand and clay to which, · 
in order to conform with the requirements of the Uniform Building 
·Code, a waterproofing substance is added. A good general way to 
regard the sand and clay in an adobe is to liken them to the componentS 
of concrete. In this comparison, the sand in the adobe fills the role of 
the sand and gravel aggregate in concrete; in other words, it is an inert 
f~ller. Clay in the adobe is the binder, as is the cement component in 
concrete. 

Even as the proportion of cement in- concrete is less than that of 
the aggregate, so a proper adobe brick mix usually -contains l~ss day than· 
sand. This is true even though a popular misconception is that adobe 
bricks must be made of high c1ay oonte~t "adobe" soil. Remember that 
when "adobe"· soil dries out under the summer sun it shrinks up and 
develops numerous wide and deep cracks, an· effect not wanted in adobe 
bricks. · 

The Uniform Building Code states that the clay content of adobe 
bricks must be greater than 25% and less th~n 45%. Too ·much clay 
and the brick develops cracks as it dries; too.:little clay and the bric 

0 will be too weak when it dries and will crumble easily. 

• Sand · 
Not much can be said abOut thiE except that a sharp coarse sand 

is better than fine,grained or rounded types. Sand from ocean beaches 
cannot be used because its salt content could give bad results. 

As my soil had too high a clay content, I had to add sand, which we 
!vought by the truckload from a local building supply company. The 
co?t was $6 per yard, delivered. 

13 
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14 • ·Clay 
The term clay refers to an assemblage of mineral particles, most 

'Of which are hydrated aluminum silicates, which are of such a small 
size that tliey are less than 0.005 millimeters in diameter. This assem
blage is plastic when- moist 'and- hard when dried. The actual clay 
minerals are the hydrated_ aluminum silicates and they are divided into 
3 main groups; the kaolin group, the montmorillonite group, and the 
illite group. These groups differ chemically from each 'other, and' their 
molecular arrangements, or .crystal' structl,\res, are also different. -~ 

The type of ··crystal structure is rhe most important feature in a 
clay mineral's suitability for making adobes. Kaolin group clays have 
non .. expanding type crystal' structures, whiie days of the montmor.illonite 
~d illite groups have expanding-type crystal structures. Clays with 
expanding-type crystal structures will hydrate and .thus expand con~ 
siderably in volume in the presence of water, with consequent excessive 
shrinking and cracking as they lose the excess water upon drying. 

1
From the ..above it is clear that soils containing a high percentage of 

kaolin group minerals in the clay fraction are to be preferred for making 
adobes. _ · • 

The chief reason fdr this is that even a high clay content 8011 can 
_,be U§e~thout fear of excessive cracking and the result will be stronger 
bricks. A. high clay content of non,.kaolin days means that too ml_!ch 
_sand must be added, which detracts from the strength of:the "bricks. 

~---,Also; kaolin clays are not 'nearly as sticky as tne others -a.rid thus are 
easier to handle. . 

In' the mercury mining district of ,$ain Alto in the state of Zacatecas, 
Mexico, I have seen adobes made from high-kaolin clay soil used to 
make-retorts for the distillation pf mercury from cinnabar ore and the~1~- _ 

adobes di~ not: crack or crumble from the 1,000 F. heat.:.J was told that 
moistuFe had little affect on new unt~F~ adobes. _ - ·-.,, . . 

·· Kaolin clays,· because of their desireable. characteristics, are ~idely 
............... ' ...... 

-used in making c'eramics, pipe, chinaware and firebricks. \ 
Kaolin clays can be formedc::::bY natural weathering of'~ feldspar 

minerals ~n ~ranit~c rocks or ~Y h yarotherm~l . alteration. ~he\ color ?f 
pure kaolm IS whtte. Information on the location of deposit§ qf kaolm 
clays or soils high in such clays sh?uld be obtainable from locaTg~ologists 
or ~ologists with such government offices as the California Division 
of _Mines and Geology. Sonoma County, California, where ~ liv~, has 
several ~posits near Nunn Canyon. -

.The above stress on the desireability. of using kaolin clays d9es not 
;~;me~n tliaf they alone are useable. The soil that I used contained non~ 

."'' ik~olin' cl~ys. How eyer, if there is a choice, or if kaolin clays are readily 

. ., 
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available,, it would pay you togo to some trouble and expense to get 
"·- them. Also, some potential adobe~ makers_ may have no soil of their own 

· to use and will have to import it by the truckload to the manufacturing 
site. -Again, a high sand content soil may need the addition of some clay. 

• Straw . --
My experience with using strayv. in adobes i; that ~t is absolut<;,ly . 

ne'cessary in order to prevent a hi ' degree of cracking in the brick, even 
when the clay content is as low: as 30~35%. Straw does not give a'dded 
strepgth to adobes but serves o make the brick dry and shrink as one 
'~it. Without it, more than ne center of contraction devc:!}p'ps and major 
,c~acks appear. You have ·· cut the 'straw into lengths of about 4 inches 

'or it will all too readil _wrap around the blades of the, paddles of your 
mud mixer. Feed sto sell stratv by the bale, for about $1.50. If possible, 
do not---use hay. - · ~- · 

·• Stabili r ~---····: 

.~Tlie niform Building Code requires that adobes· be stabilized to 
such a . xtent that if, they. come in contact with water they will absorb no· 
m?ry®an 2.5%,jn_ relation to 100% of ~heir weight._ EintJlsified asphalt 

__ .is)ll~ required.stabilizing agent . 
. '/' - ; . There may be. more than orie variety of emulsified asphalt, but my 
/. experience is limited to a type called RS1, which I bought from a local 

oil dealer, and from a local road paving company. The. cost depends on 
the quantitY purchased, but it cost me about 17 cents per-gallon. 

. Emulsified asphalt consists of tinx droplets _of asphalt dispersed in. 
_/·water. RSl is a brown, sticky liquid which sellers store in heated tanks 

so that the asphalt will not congeal and settle out. you should not let 
_ _ your RSI sit around too long because the more congealing _and settling 

_ /', the less effective the stabilizer. It helps on- cool days to set 5 gallon cans 
- of it over-a small fire to heat it to make__po~ring and mixing with the cool 

mud easier· and quicker. He-ating the water used- in preparing the mud 
Will also· help .. On warm days, simply set the RS1 in the sun. - · 

Emulsified asphalt serves tp waterproof adob~ but it dqes not con~ 
tribute to their strength; in fact, superfluous amounts will weaken the 
bii.ck. 

) The thought of adding asphalt to an adobe brick ~ay cause the 
- re~der to enyision so~ething that looks. and smells like tar, but this is 

not the case. I found that the ·outside colqr of my adobe5 turned put to 
be a natural~~nql!gh~looking buff colorf and that after a shqrt time the 

----·'··--------- ·volatiles had evaporated- from the asphalt and the adobes smelled only 
of dry·-dirt. If the very thought of asphalt is enough' to destroy the im-:-

· ___ ,..,/· - "' " / ; "' 
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16 portant esthetic illusions in a person:s mind it might be helpful to re~ 

I 

member that the ancient inhabitants of Sumer and Babylon mined 
~,~phalt from naturally occuring deposits for use as a mortar to hold 
their adobes together. 

Portland ceinent .can be added to soil to give a strong brick which 
'will not be damaged by water. These bricks are not waterproof, as are. 
thofe properly made with emulsified asphalt; and so do ·not ~eet the 
re9uirements of the Uniform Building Code. However, because of their 
grc;ater hardnes-s they would serve well. for porch flooJS an~ garden 
w~lks. · Vse about 15% cement and keep the bricks damp for a few days 
so the c~ment will cure properly. 



MOLDS
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A mold can be nothing more than 4 boards tacked together ~ith a· 
couple of handles added, but there are refinements which can be in~ 
corporatkd to achieve more uniformly shaped bricks and to prolong the 
life of the mold. 

Use Douglas fir lumber for the mold as it is strong and· will hold 
nails. and wood screws much better than pine or redwood. The boards · 
should be of fi:qe~grained, finished, lumber as a· ribby grain or a rough 

· surface will not separate easily from the mud. Waterproofing the boards 
is a good idea. . 

Adobes look best when they co~e in large ~sizes. The standard sizes 
for adobes are: 4X71fzX16 inches, used in double· courses with a 1 inch 
mortar joint for the 16 inch wide bearing walls in solid wall construction 
and also in the curtain walls of post and beam constru.ction, and 
4X12X18 inches; used in solid wall construction for non~bearing walls. 
(see Research and Design, page 00) . 

The length and width of the desired brick size should be used for 
the inside dimensions of the mold, but the depth of the mold should 
probably be 41f4 inches to achieve a 4 inch thick dry adobe as there is 
usually some slight slumping of the mud when' the mold js removed and 
the brick shrinks somewhat as it dries. If not c;ompensated for in the .. 
depth dimension of the. mold, that 114 inch will add up to 41/z inches, 
equivalent to laying an extra. course, in a normal height wall of 18 
courses. , 

The mold will be strengthened if wood screws are used instead of 
nails to fasten the sides together. Corner braces, sold in hardware stores, 
give needed rigidity to ·the mold;. I used 2 of them, placed diagonally 
.from each other in opposite _corners. These braces should be countersunk 

17 
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so they do.not protrude·· above the rest of th~ mold. ' , . 19 
~------·"-.Lc'-LLJL__J,_I_u;;_ .. L.u'J~,U.. has be.en_lilledwith mud the excess is scraped off 

··with a rectangular mason's trowel, which causes the top of the mold to 
wear down and become noticeably swaybacked. This wea~ can be elim~ 
ina ted by tacking a thin strip of metal along the top. 

There is often trouble in keeping\ the mud from clinging to the' 
interior of the mold when it is lifted off; 'such clinging causes misshaping 
and comers Will pull off the wet Brick. A w,ay to facilit~te the separation 
'Of mud from mold is to line the inside of the mold with thin sheet metal. 
Ano~her_way is to make the bottom of the mold slightly wider than the 
top, about 1/16 inch on each side. 

Doubl~ molds can be made but the divider piece should be of 2 inch 
. thick lumber. The reason for the 2 inch divider is that the slumping of 

the sides of wet adobes will sometimes be as- great as 1/z inch and thus 
' ... 

the adjacent sjdes of pairs of adobes will touch if only· 1 inch lumber is 
used. Space ~be left.for air cir~ulation so that dryiJ]g can take place. 

__ , 

' ' ' 

... 
' 
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TESTING THE SOIL 
-( J 

· A simple way to test a soil for _its suitability for making adobe 
bricks is as follows: 

1. With a shovel, remove any sod, leaf mold, or other high organic 
material from a small part of the area you wish to test. . 

2. Dig a hole down as deep as you plan to go in your excavating 
for soil and thoroughly mix what you have taken from the hoJ(!. This 
must be done because soils often have p,rgfiles, or horizontal layers, of 
different compositi()p,_, and theica.Veiiige. is needed. ,. 
_. _ .).- Take-·a h:l!;dful of the soil and put it in a jar with some water 

···and shake until the soil turns to mud; then set the· jar down and let the 
.solids settle out until the water becomes clear. 

4: Examine the settled contents of the jar. Any small 'pieces of 
rock in the soil. will be at the bottom; next will be the sand, .with the 

21 

," . coarsest on the bottom and grading upw'ard into silt.-size particles; upper.
•---~most in the column is the clay, distinguishable by th€--lat:k e.f-any visable--.~ --~

particles. If some of the day is rubbed between the. fingers it will feel 
like soap and no gritty particles can be felt. 

5. Estiinate the % of the column occupied by the clay and the % 
occupied by the coarser size particles. The Uniform Building Code re· 
quires that the amount of clay.-size material fall within the range of 
25.-45%. 

Another method of determining the composition of the soil is to 
}lave a screen test made by a commercial· testing laboratory, irhich will 
kost about $5. This will give the % of the total material which will pass 
through a 200 mesh per inch screen and thus be classifial;?le as day size. 

Afte~;,,eitqer of the above testing methods have shown that the soil 
in question does not have ·more or less clayiSize material than the pre.-



22 scribed range, mix some of it into a stiff m1.,1d and make several full,size 
bticks. The reason for making full size bricks _for test purposes is that 
some soils will react very differently in the drying process depending 
upon th¢ relative amount involved. The first test bricks that I made of 
my soil \.vere only 2X4X4 inches and showed no cracks when dry, but 
my first full,size bricks ·of the same soil resembled jigsaw puzzles when 
dry. 

Dry some of your test bricks in~~he sun, but dry some of the others 
in the shade to see which drying conditions they respond to best. Shade 
can be provided by a piece of pl)T\\·ood set an inch or, two above the 
bricks. 

Excessive cracking can be checked by shading, or by adding more 
sand or straw. If they are going to appear, cracks show up on the first 
day or two. ·· 

If your soil tests out to be too high in either sand or clay content you 
ca'n obtain sand or high clay soil from a local building materials firm for 
blending to correct whichever deficiency exists. 

When the adobes pass the drying tests it is then time to make some 
, with emulsified asphalt to see how much of the stabilizer will be needed. 
Before beginning production, it is .)Vise to have some tests made for com, 
pressive strength, modulus of rupture, absorption, and moisture content 

-------- .. __________ _by __ a__<;;QIIHn.~r:da.J la_bQtatQry~ Llttakes_s~veral weeks in the sun to get the 
moisture content of adobes down to the allowed maximum of 4.0%, but 

. this can be hurried by using a warl1l_Qven with the door open. after.. the_ 
adobes are firm enough to be handled. 

:your county building permit office can recommend one. 

). 



TESTING THE STABILIZED BRICK 
' 

( ' \ •• · I 

: . ExperimJms must be made to "determine the amount of. em.ulsified 
asphalt needdd to stabilize adobes made from the soil you have already 
!e5ted and f+nd suitable for use. This can be done in the f~llowing 
manner: · . . 

1. MeasJre out 1 cubic foot of lqose soil by filling a· box of 1 cubic 
foot capasity. " 

2. Dump ~his soil into a wheelbarrow and hoe in enough water to J;) 

m,ake a -stiif mud. 
·--- ), ' -

3~/Slowly add lfz gallon of emulsified asphalt to the mud while 
miXing thoroughly with your hoe, and continue to mix until the 
asphalt is no longer discemable. The figure of Vz gallon per cubic 
foot of soil is the ratio th~t I've found to be satisfactory. . . 

! j' ~ • 

4. Hand~shape the •Pludinto bricks small enough to be of conven~ 
jfnt siz~, say 2X3X4inches. ' __ , ____ ~- _ 4~ --

_:_c_,; ___ __:...~~'-=JI;lr.~-t;Jhe--bricks. -Yn:u-can-use-a·wa~~-~~;;;=~~-avoid the long wait 
whe~drying 1n the sun. · ' · 

6. T ak~_ a dey· te~t brick and immerse- it in water for several hours. 
~- If\~~ brick i~. sufficiently stabilized, ·no softening wiil have oc~ 

culred, even OQ.vthe edges. If the test is then repeat 
i~.<using mote emulsified asphalt. Even if is satisfactory 
it should be .repeated with the use of to' see if less 

···· ·willgive thesame good results. 

~7_:_. _:.A~· ···~ft;-~~-~f~i~;d~i~n~g~o~u~t~t~h~e~~~~~~~·~;~:~;~ ratio you .can figure how 
0

- "'"''"' .. rl' .. '" to the capacity of your 

23 
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24 It is best to use a little more stabilizer than the mmtmum found 
necessary in the testing as conditions may change somewhat while you 
are inproduction. I found that even a slight reductio~ below the mini~ 
mum resulted in a great lessening in the bricks' resistance to water. And 
give the stabilizer time en~mgh to mix completely with ~he mud. 

I 



MAKING ADOBES 

( ' 
· • Equipment -N~eded 

J 

1. Molds for the various. size adobes to be made. · 
2. A pointed nose shqvel for excavating soil and a square point 

shovel for shoveling mud from flat surfaces. 
3. A pick for'hard ground. 
4. A sturdy, high,sided wheelbarrow with a broad rubber tire. 
5. Containers for emulsified asphalt~ .. 
6. ·Trowels for removing excess mud from the molds. 
7. A large washtub for washing the molds. 
8. Gloves. I used the thin type used. by women to protect their 

hands while dishwashing. They don't last long, but they don't interfere 
with your movements. 

9. Various buckets and a couple of large drums for water storage. 
10. A mechanical mud mixer. I bought a used plaster mixer, run 

by a gasoline engine, which could mix 2 cubic feet of mud at' a time. 
An adequate mixer must have paddles of some sort which stir up the 
mud and scrape it from the sides. Cement mixers do not serve the pur~ 
p<>se. Check with dealers in used ma~hinery, or new if you have the 

·money.· The old method of mixing 'the mud in a pit with the feet will not 
serve if emulsified asphalt is to be mixed in, for all that it is more 
"ethnic". 

11. :tJade up casting surfaces and shade providers, which are op~ 
tional. Adobes can be cast on level ground, but it· is more convenient to 
use such a surface as that provided by plywoo4 or boards. A friend of 
mine, Andy Johnson, gave me a truckload . of long, superannuated 
foundation forms. These were 20 inches wide, and made of 3/s inch ply~ 
wood backed by a framework of 2X4 lumber. They were excellent for. 

25 



26 the purpose. I had to use more foundation forms as shade providers be~ 
cause the adobes required shade and because numerous squirrels came 
to make their homes under the forms on which the adobes were cast 
and the neighborhood's dogs came to chase the squirrels across"'the rows 
of damp adobes. 

• Mixing and Casting 
Your soil should be mixed and broken up a~ it is excavated so that 

the different profiles or layers, if there are more than one, are converted 
to one essentially homogeneous mass. By wetting down the excavated soil 
beforehand and covering it with a sheet of plastic the mixing process can 
be speeded up. A lot of time can be wasted in waiting for stubborn hard 
lumps of clay to break down i~to mud. 

When measuring your cubic foot of soil for experimenting with the 
emulsified asphalt you should h?ve noted the number of shovelfuls it 
took to fill the box. Multiply shovelfuls per cubic foot by the capacity 
of your mixer in cubic feet and sh9vel in this amount as you charge 
the mixer. ,,\ 

~ . 
When ready to mix mud, first star~the mixer and add most of the 

amount of water that you estimate will/be needed. Shovel in the soil 
and then add just enough more water ret' make a stiff mud. Sloppy mud 
is useless. Allow the paddles time en~h to beat the mud until all the 
lumps are gone and then slowly ad~ the required amount of emulsified 
asphalt and let this mix in for a couple of minutes. The last thing to be 
added is the straw, a11d as soon as this is fairly evenly scattered through 
the mass discharge it from the mixer into a wheelbarrow. Leaving the 
sti·aw to mix toO long will make it tend to separate out by wrapping 
around' the paddles. When the straw is added the mixer may act like it 
is overloaded; this is because the mass of mu,d clQts together an'd the 
paddles encounter a lot more resistance. · 

. Prepare the casting surface by sprinkling it with a little sand or 
straw to prevent' the mud from sticking to it (which coufd cause cracks), 
and dunk the mold in a tub of water, again for the purpose of preventing 
sticking. Put the mold on the casting surface and fill it with mud, 
pressing it in with the hands and being sure to fill in the corners. Use a 
trowel to strike the mud level with the top of the mold, and then lift 
tpe mold slowly and evenly away from the newly created adobe brick. 
A properly stiff ni.ud w:ill stand with vertical or only slightly bulged 
sides when the mold_ is removed. There is no reason to allow the mud 
to set for a while in the mold before removing it. · 

The mold must be cleaned of remnants of clinging mud by dunking 
in the tub of water before proceeding to make the next adobe. 

( 
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28 • Drying and Curing 
If newly made ,adobes do not have a chance to dry ~venly they will 

tend to slump and crack, since wet .mud is not very stable. Cold foggy 
weather is bad, and they must be protected from rain as well during 
the first 3 or 4 days. Protection should be provided above the adobes but 
not on the s'ides as the wind will help them dry. Once I covered a row 
of adobes, top and sides, with a sheet of plastic to shield them from a 
spring shower and I found the next d'ay that they had ~11 developed 
cracks and slumped sides because the plastic had kept all moisture 
from escaping. Another time, I lost :1 day's production because I tried 
shading them with roofing felt laid directly on top of the new adobe? 
and overlapping onto the ground; the result was the same as with the 
plastic. Shade and protect, but don~t stifl~. 

Your bricks may dry perfectly und1=r such ideal weather as· mild -
spring days, but a spell of hot, dry, windy days 1)1ay cause widespread 
cracking in ~w bricks no n'iatter what you do. Bur~p sacks can be hung 
over the edges of the shade providers to protect th bricks from dry 
winds. · · 

When bricks crack in the drying process it is. olen directly in the 
center, but that is no loss ·as many partial bricks are eeded in building. 

Once I decided to groove the tops of some of my new bricks in 
order that the mortar would have a better bond w en they were laid 

f / 

up. in a wall. The next day, I found that thoser surface grooves hadJ 
turned to cracks which. extended clear through the bricks. 

As soon as your hficks h~ve dried for 3 or 4-days you should then 
stand them up on one side so that the drying will be more rapid and 
even. Shade providers probably won't be needed beyond this point. 
About 6 weeks of drying in the. sun is long enough to get the moisture 
content down to the required maximi\Im of 4.0%~ and then the bricks 
can be stacked in rows several high to get them out of. the way. Stack 
the bricks where they won't interfere with future construction or 
traffic. . 

Molds not in use can be kept in a barrel of water to prevent them 
from drying out and beginning to part at the joints, or warp. 

Personal experience with daily rates of adobe production showed 
that I could make a maximum of about 70 of the 4X71/zX16 inch adobes, 
or 35 of the 4Xl2Xl8 inch adobes in 8 or 9 hours of continuous hard 
work. Often I could not achieve this level of production because there 
were bricks to be stacked, dirt to be excavated, etc. My maximum level 
of production added up to about one ton of adobes ,per man per day,,:-' 
and this weight had. to be handled several times in the process of turn.:'" 
ing undisturbed soil into a stack of cured bricks. . . ' 
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Discharging mud from the plaster mixer. Its gasoline engine is enclosed. This ma
chine sits by your excavation site. 
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Filling the mold. Note the inside of this mold is lined with tin. The casting surface 
is made frorri scrap plywood supported by 2x4's. 
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Working the mud into the corners of the mold. You can see the iron corner brace 
screwed to the mold. 
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Using a trowel to strike the mud level with the top of the mold. 

I,_ 



Lifting the mold slowly and evenly to avoid pulling off a corner. If you mixed a 
good stiff mud, the unsupported wet brick will not sag -more than one-quarter 
inch. 



I 
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Washing the mold. If you don't, the corners of the next brick will tear off on mud 
left from the last one. ' 



Drying bricks where they lay cast, for the first three or four days. 
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Adding a shade cover . 
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Drying bricks on edge:, 
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RESE:A.RCH & DESIGN 

( ' 
In 1965, I was very much committed to the idea of becoming a 

home~owner. We had 2 chilc1ren, we were fed up with Hv1ng in rented 
-apartments, and we liked the Santa Rosa area where we were living in 

California. Surely, we wanted a good size lot for privacy and play room 
for the children, an ample floor plan, a distinctive and sati'sfying design, 
and good quality construction. We wanted to dwn such a home while 
we were still youqg and we didn't y;ant to acquire a ·crushing life~long 
debt in the process';~ · " 

Somehow, 1t~ese expansive and expensive tastes had to be recon .. 
, ciled with the not inconsiderable problems of: . 

1. We didn't own any land. 
2. There was little more than $1,000 in our cash resources. 
3. Except for some experience in shovel work and- mechanical 

drawing, I had no background in any of the phases of home 
design or construction. 

The situation of .. such lofty dreams ·being opposed by such bleak 
·and stubborn realities is common enough, and the dreams usually give 
way to the grudging acceptance of assuming a' 30~year mortgage on a 
piece of flimsy construction embellished with pseudo .. quality veneer. I 
disdained the idea of contributing years and years of my income in 
exchang~ for something materially and esthetically unsatisfactory. It 
seemed a cruel waste of money and, more important, life. . 

Somehow, we were going to have to build it with our own hands. 
"Foreward, the Light Brigade!" 

In my mind, the quality construction was to be of some sort of 
masonry, but all of the cletails were extremely va-gue. The catalyst for 
'my thoughts came to my attention m the Santa Rosa Public Library, 

Ji 
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42 (originally a gift of Andrew Carnegie) as I was sta~ding in front of the • 
shelves of books on home construction and I saw one about how to build 
an adobe home. From that moment on I knew what I was going to do, 
and my first step was to check the book out and begin to read. 

I didn't know it· at the tir11e, but this old handbook on adobe con~ 
struction followed standards which were not up to those set by the 
Uniform Building Code, and it was seve.ral months before I even knew 
that there was such a thing, as the U.B.C. After going through several 
references on adobe I decided to go to the County Building Inspection t Department to see just what regulations they had· about the subject; 
there, J was told that the county would· approve my house plans if I 
could get an engineer or architect to approve them. 

Not having any plans, I submitted a sketch of the floor plan that I 
had in mind to an architect and asked him what he would charge to 
draw up a set. He said that he would charge me a minimum of $1,800 
for drawing up the plans and watching over the construction, and that 
he would have tp consult with other architects and 1gineers on various 
details, which would add to the cost. My reaction was. to decide to 
make a downpayment on a building site and to begin the task of making 
adobes; in the evenings and during the winter months I could continue ' 
gathering information with the objective of making my own plans. 

Shortly afterward, one day in the late spring, we selected a site con~ . 
.,~ sisting of an acre and a half of de~repit old apple and pear trees. The 

nearby homes were of good quality, the ground water was potable, and 
the site was level enough to simplify foundation design, yet with enough 
slope to provide good drainage. As a geologist, I could see that it was 
about as safe a:n area as possible for minimizing the danger of earthquake 
damage, for it was not o.n or adjacent to an active fault, and the ground 
was weathered rock in place and not unconsolidated alluvium·; 

Uncon~olidated allu~ium is recent sediment deposited in valleys, 
lakes or bays by streams, and as it has never been butied very deeply it 
still has some settling to do ifa load is put on it. This tendency to settle 
causes problems in foundation d-=sign, and se--&\:!Eh M~asu-s-,hGt±ld be 
avoided by heavy structures. Also, in areas subject to earthquakes 
alluvium tends to. magnify the vibrations caused by earthquakes, which 
increases the probability of damage to structures built on it. 

The grass was green, the lupines were in bloQm, the sun was warm, 
and it was time to get started making adobes. 

Usable information on planning and construction detail came from 
many sources: 

~I 1. The University of California at Berkeley sells sets of plans for 
adobe homes for very cheap prices. Write to: 

w\\o NG \1 
( ()U~ of ? \\ l\-t) 



Agricultural Publications 43 
207 University Hall 
Universit~ of California 
Berkeley, California Y4 720 

2. Hans Sumph Co., •which makes adobe briCks, has construction 
information and diagrams available for no charge. The address 
IS: 

40101 Avenue 10 
Fresno, California 93726 

. 3. Wilson, J. Douglas, Practical House Carpentry, McGraw~Hill, 
1957. 

4. County building inspectors-a very good source. 
5. The Uniform Building, Electricar, and Plumbing Codes. 
6. Richter, H.P., "Wiring Simplified", Park Publishing, Inc. 
7. Building supply companies. 
8. Friends who are building contractors or who work in the build~ 

ing trades. 
9. Owners of adobe homes. 
The floor plan that I finally worked out was for~ .. an L~shaped ·house 

witp a living wing and a sleeping wing. The L was p~sitioned so that the 
patio and the porch were shielded from the prevailing southwest :wind 
and given a sunny southeast exposur:,e. -~.,~ 

There are several methods of approved adobe construction, but the 
... on~ appealing to .n:.0,ste w.as that called "16 inch sol!~ bearing wall':;. 

·· This IS more traditional lookmg than the more popular post and beam 
constr,HCtion with 71f2 inch walls, .and it looked to me like it required 
less engineering.-A bearing waH is one which supports any weight other 
than its own, and any adobe bearing wall must be at least 16 inches 
thick. Height of adobe bearing walls can be a maximum of 10 times 
the thickness. Adobe homes can be no more than one story high. No 
opening in an adobe bearing wall can be over 4 feet wide and keep 
openings at least 3 feet from corners. Consult the Uniform Building 
Code for details. . . ..;.,_ 

The information available from Hans Sumph Co. covers "steel 
frame" adobe construction, which uses a hidden fr::amework of steel 
pipet to take all of the structural stress and strain. "Post and beam" con~ 
struction uses an exposed framework of 71f2 inch timbers that serves the 
same purpose as the steel pipe; the adobes merely fill in between the 
timbers. 

When I considered what I wanted, I chose ~o design toward the end 
of having a home with which I would be completely satisfied when we 
were finished. The floorplan included 3 bedrooms, 2 ·baths, an office, a 
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big combined living room and dining room, a kitchen, and a service 
room. The porch was a· hearty 60 feet long and 7 feet wide. Useaole 
floor space, exclusive of the porch and areas occupied by walls, amounts 
to about 1450 square feet. Each room was considered on the basis of 
what it would be used for and _given corre~pondingly adequate dimen~ 
sions. Four by four inch porch posts would have served to support the 
porch roof, butS X 8 inch posts were more in character with the massive 
.aspect of the rest of the house. 3/s inch g,lywood sheeting, on the roof 
was good enough for structilral strength, but I added 2 X 8 inch 17 & 0 
pine for visual effect with the exposed beam framing members, and for 
insulation. Aluminum window frames are cheap and easy to install, but 
they look out of place in an adobe home so I bought lumber, screws and 

. glue and made my own swing,ciut double casement windows. 
to make them is not difficult. Buy sash stock at a sash and door 

shop, cut the pieces at a 45° angle in a miter box, and put them together 



I 

with exterior wood glue and a couple of long w:ood screws at each joint. 45 
Use clamps to hold them together until the glue dries. Allow an eighth 
of an inch clearance all the way around to c avoid problems with swelling 
in wet weather. 1 iDch by 8 inch V~Rustic pine was used to cover the 
gable ends and the 4 wood partition walls in the home. All this kept us 
broke, but now there are··no regrets. 

Making the adohes took our spare time for 2 years during the 
months of late spring, summer, :md early fall, and when that was 
finished the required tests were m8.de (the commercial testing lab, 
oratory in San Francisco that did the work told. me when I called for 
the results thatj·;n the test bricks· had fail~d the test for mo~ulus of .... 
rupture, but it t rned out that they had misplaced a decimal point!) 

Adobes are made commercially in some places with machinery 
capable of producing several thousano per day. To purchase the num, 

. ber of adobes that we made would have cost us about $3,000. 
Shortly after winding up our adobe,making I took my ,nearly c:om, r 

pleted house plWJ.S to an engineer to get his analysis of their structural __ __J 
competence ana so he could recomn1end proper'''beam sizes and spacing, 
the amount of reinforciFJ.gsteel I}~eded, the types of beam fasteners, and 

. . 
Lintel over a casement window, seen from the inside looking out. Note concrete. 
window sill. 
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bolt data. The formula followed for figuring the proper amount of 
reinforcing steel to put in our adobe walls was: "a minimum of 0.002 of 
the gross cros.s~sectional area, 'not more than 2/3 of which may be in 
either direction." The bill for the engineering calculations, which are 
in the Appendix of this l:)pok, came to $110, which ·1 was quite happy 
about! . 

In drawing the plans, I followed the same drafting system as used in 
some plans that I bought from the University of Calif0rnia. The plans 
were drawn on 24 X 36 inch tracing paper .so blueprint copies could be 
made"easily and cheaply. I used the 1 to 30 stale on my engineer's ruler 
and counted each division as one inch. · 

Upon approval by 'the Sonoma County ;Building Permit Office of 
these plans, the work of building the house began. By. this time, we had 
finished paying for the land and could apply our money toward buying 
construction materials. 
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THE 
( 

FOUNDATION 

j 
Foundatioi)s for adobe buildings are more massive than those 0f 

WC?oden hoyses as there is more weight to support. Depth of the founda, 
tioh is dependent on soil conditions and an engineer should be consulted 
on the matter. Foundation footings· must extend beyond the foundation 
waJl on each side by so% of the width of the walL 

Adobe ·house. builders in~ Me~ico · cc>"nstruct foundations by first 
Cligging a shallow trench and then laying large ro~ks.j!:! it. The rock work 
is carried .t.J.P to about 10 inches aboye the surface of the ground and 
then the laying pf th.e :adobe bricks begins. By keeping the base of the 

... aaobe brick section of the wall well above ground level the undermining 
effect of splashing rainwater that drips from the eaves is avoided. 

47 

As our building site was, fairly level and the· ground was solid,// 
there were no particular problems ill. f~mndation desigfk Such a book /as' 
·Practic4.L House Carpentry does_ a good jo~ of instructing you iryKow 
to lay out and build-foundation forms. . / 

. Our foundation trenches. were dug with pick and sh9ifel in- the 
heat of thesummer, resulting in our moving about 80 tgnsof, dirt and 
wearing off onS! incR of blade· 011 my favorite shovel (some 400 tons of 
dirt had been. moved by pick and sho.vel by the time all phases of con, 

'1: ~ '1 ~ 

struction were finished). To save on lumber, I made the trenches the 
exact width of' the fotlndation footing; to mark. the top of the footing, 
nails were stuck into the side of the trench. ' 

· 'Two_ 5jg :febars were position_ed"in the trench atop pieces of brick 
and then\eady,I!lix con~rese ~a? poured in; If a fireplace is wanted, a 12 
inch deep reinforced con_crete pad for it must be poured, with the rebar 
tied into the foundation. 

It took gbout 3 months from the time that I started digging the 

. '· 
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48 foundation trenches tc;>, the time the last of the concrete was poured. 

\ 
\ 

Ready~mix concrete, which is brought to the site in concrete,mixer trucks, 
costs about $20 per cubic yard. You can't mix your own that cheap. 
As the pouring of the foundation footing was finished, pieces of 2 X 4 . 
.inch lumb~r were set in the fresh conctete and then removed when the 
concrete was firm. This provided a key to later help bond the foundation 
wall to the foundation footing. To further anchor the two together, 2 foot 
long pieces of 5/s rebar were stuck into the fresh concrete at 30 inch 
intervals. Se~ my diagram of Adobe Solid Wall Construction for details. 

, Next, forms for the foundation wall were set up and more readymix 
was poured. To provide for the vertical 5/s inch rebar needed for the 
adobe wall, I used a measu'ring tape and pieces of 1 X 2 inch lumber 
with holes in them to position the rcbars and hold them in place while 
pouring. Electrical outlet boxes and connecting conduit were wired to 
the insides of the forms where necessary, it being more difficult to cut 
outlets in adobe walls. Be careful to plug all outlet box screw holes with 
something to keep t~e concrete out. 
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"" LAYING ADOBE BRICKS 
r ,. 

I ~~ 

The following equipment is needed for laying adobe bricks up into 
\ ' adobe walls: . . . 

------ --t- A-6-foot mason's level for usEirr"keeping thew-atls vertical. ---- ------
- 2. A 2 foot level for leveling individual adobes as they are laid. 

3. A ball of nylon string for use as guides to keep the walls level 
and vertical. 

4. A wheelbarrow and a hoe for mixing mortar. 
5. A combination rebar cutter and bender. 
6. Gloves, thin, for freedom of movement. / 
7. A brace and bits, or an electric drill with a masonry bit, for 

drilling holes in adobes. 
8. Wire brush for cleaning rebar. 

-9. Shovel. 
10; Various buckets. 

. 11. Brick Splitter. _ 
The first step is to clean the top of the founda~ion and lay 2 

parallel 1/s inch rebars about 3 inches in from the edgeS. Rebar should 
b~ free of materiar such as dirt, loose ·rust -scale, oil, etc. t~ ensure a good 
bOnd with the mortar. · ·· , 
- The,next step is to mix up a batch of mortar in your wheelbarrow: -

Mortar is mixed in the proportion of 1 part Portland Cement to 21/z 
parts clean sharp -sand. As· the- mortar is required to be waterproof, 
emulsified asphalt must be added to- the mixture in the proportion of 
11/z gallons per sack of cement used. Start by shoveling in· the amount 
of :sand and cement wanted and mixing it in the dry state. }Add clean 
water, ·a little at a time, and mix 'with a hoe until a stiff but moist 

-mixture-- is obtained--(sloppy- rhortar-wi1I squeeze out from -under th-e 
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adobes and will not stay in the vertical joints). When the mortar is 
the right consistancy, slowly add the emulsified asphalt and mix 
thordughly. Use hot water on cold days for less trouble with the asphalt 
and 1to keep the hands feeling comfortably .. warm. Do not use lime in 
the mortar. 

Mortar sets up fast, and I found it best to mix up only a small 
amount at one tir,ne (5 shovelfuls cf sand and 2 of cement). If delays 
cause your mortar to begin to stiffen before it can be used, it is per~ 
missable to add a small·amount of water and mix to restore the right 
consistency. 

The 120 tons of adobes in the walls of our home required about 30 
tons of mortar. 

Lay corner bricks first, but before doing so hammer in the nails 
needed to anchor your string guides. It is easier to lay eithe~ the outside 
or the inside course of a 16 jnch wall at one time, but not both together 
as shifting mortar causes trouble. \Vet the top of the foundation and 
place some mortar on it. Spread the mortar out with your gloved hands 

--(1 bought some expensive pointed mason's trowels, but never used. 
them) until it looks fairly level and about 3/4 inch thick. Clean the 
bottom of an adobe of loose c;firt, wet it, set it on the mortar and slide 
it back and forth a little so that the hottom is completely in contact with 
mortar. Use your small level to see -that ·the tops of the corner adobes 
are level both lerigth\Yise and crosswise, and also use it to be sure that 
the outboard sides are in the same vertical plane' as the' sides of the 
foundation. If adjustments.are needed, use sliding motions or taps with 
your fist to move .the adobe and then recheck with the level. 

After the corner bricks have set long enough for ·the mortar to 
:dry, it is time to place the string guides which help in laying the rest 
of the bricks in the course. Tie a nylon string to the base of the nail in 
· th~ top of one corner brick and then p'ull it tight and tie it to the base 
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5,2 of the ng..il in the top;. of another· corner brick; do the same ·with a string 
for the nails in the sides of the bricks. Place a piece of lath under the 
string in front of both top string guide nails to ra'ise the string about V4 
inch; hook a couple of bent nails or staples over the side string guide to 
hold it out ·from the sides of the corner bricks ·about 1/s inch. These 
string ·guides now allow the laying of the adobes between the corner 
bricks without anymore recourse to the level except to use it to level 
the tops of the adobes in the crosswise direction. By eye, keep the 
adobes away from the string guides by the amount of clearance set with 
the pieces of lath and bent nails at the corner bricks. I used 'individual 
string guides for up to 50 foot long stretches of wall, but I divided the 
80 foot back wall into 40 foot sections to avoid complications from 
sallllinll of the ton strin2 and wind movement of the sine strin2 . 

.....,~ .._, - ,.- --- -o ---- -- -- --·-- ------- -- --;;-- ----- ------t;;;;li'-

As the wall gets higher,--use..J:he 6 foot level to keep the comer bricks 
vertical with the side of the foundation. 

Lay adobes from the corners toward the centers of the walls, and 
overlap them by 50% ~s much as possible. Fill the vertical joints with 
mortar after completing a course. If you wish. the adobes to project 
in relief, then y-ou can rake the mortar joints back a half inch with your 
finoPr~ hPf()rP 'thP fon()Tt!:lr h!:lrrlPn<:: .......... o- ... _. __ ..... _ .. _ '" .... _ ........ '"":" .... _ ....... _ .. __ ... ,....,. 

If a. space needs a less tha~ _ full~sfze adobe you can ma~e one with 
your brick splitter and hammer. First, groove the adobe all the way 
around with a nail, and then place the splitter at various places along 
the groove and tap it with the hammer, hitting progressiv:ely harJler until 
the adobe splits along. the groove. Adobes are homogeneous in structure 

· with no preferred cleavage planes, and so the tapping creates a plane 
of \·veakness~~ 

Where door or window openings are to occur, set vertical nailing 
block frames of 2 X 4 inch Douglas Fir. These are for the purpose of 
fastening door and window---frames. The nailing blocks are"' recessed into 
the wall by notching the' ends of the adobes, and they are fastened to 
the wall by driving a couple--of 16 penny nails into the blocks at the ~ 

I 
I 

I 

~~~~~ ~~ :~:~ ~~~iz~~~a!1 ~o~~-t ~~~~~=~~i~-g the nails protrude into~~~-~~ 
".1-'i:l'-t:; "v Lu~;;y wu.J. u~;; u~;;tu uy LUt:; lUULLi:U~ ./. • I 

The non~bearing adobe p~rtition walls in the hom~ made of the . 
4 X 12 X 18 inch adobes and are 12 inches wide. Holes must be dtitled· · . ~ . 
in the adobes where the vertical rebars do not correspond with ve(tical 
joints. An electric drill with. a masonry bit would be the~easy w_::t~ .. ro---~
drill these holes, but I used a brace withJL3f4..inclrW()od-ofC.Th~~e wood 
bits lasted f~'t-.-hel-e~-atl1;; they were shot. Holes were en.-

1 . __ __la.Fged:-toa(Iiameter of 2 inches with a rasp.: . 
-------- · The rate at which I laid adobes was a maximum of 60 per day of 

I 
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the 4 x·7Vz X 16, and 25 per day of th~ 4 X 12' X 18 inchers. I was s1ow 
and careful, and the .results were good. ' 1 

Two electric light switch boxes had to be placed in the adobe walls. 
This wa.S done by putting in the boxes and laying adobes ·around them. 
A piece of conduit extended from' each box to the center mortar joint--
iri the wall and then upward to just above the top of where the bond . 
beam was to be. . 

--- MY_ scaffolding for working on the walls consisted of 55 gallon 
drums and pJanks. -

I ' 
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LINTELS, BOND BEAM,·AND· WALL PLATE 

( J 
"A Lintel is a horizontal architectural member spaning and usually 

"·carrying the load above an openin-g," according to Webster's Dictionary .. 
Lintels in old adobe homes were often made- of wood, but now they. 
must be of reinforced concrete extending at least 20 inches beyond each 
side of the opening. For details, see the engineering calculations in the 
Appendix. r 

I used 2 X 8 inch Redwood for the sides of the lintel forms, and after 
the concrete set, these were left in place. The bottoms of the forms o_v~r 
the openings were of 5/s inch plywood, CDX,· held in plac·e with clamps. 
So that the wood would remain fastened to the concrete, I drove nails 
through the plywood into the interior of the forms, and from the inside 
of the forms I drove nails part way into the Redwood. , 

A bond beam is a." continuous layer of concrete which is poured 
along the top of the adobe wall, thus tying together the vertical 5/s itfh 
rebars which come up through the adobe walls from· the fomi.datibn. 
Forms here were constructed in the same manner as for the "rintels: Be~ 
fore pouring the concrete for the bond beam I had to position the bolts' 
for the fastening of the wall plate and the,....angle irons that would be 
holding the rafters and · · · ·: ·· 

of plywood with holes drilled in them. Again, see the .Appendix for 
deta-ils. . 

Concrete for l~tels and bond beam was ~i~ed by hand, using 1 part 
cement to 5 parts aggr_egate mix, Buckets were used to hoist up about 15 
tons of COl) crete ·ro the top of the .wall. The sand· 'and gravel aggregate. 
mix came from a building materials supply company. Pieces of 2 X 10 

: inch Douglas Fir were bolted to the bond beam for the wall plate. See 
my engineer's calculations in the Appendix for details. 

, . 
... -~--- ------- -
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THE ROOF 
r ,. 

.•' 

,, 

The first step in constructing the roof was to buy in advance the 
Douglas Fir beams needed for the rafters, joists, ridge beam;' and porch 
posts find header~. These I wanted in the rough, and'they 'had to be 
cut especially at a mill. When they were pelivered/'we spent 2 days 
.stacking, spacing and shading them so they would dry::~ithout warping 
and cracking. Some warped and cracked anyway. " 

All of the angle iron and washers for- the roor fasteners had to be 
made ·up in a machine shop. For clearance, the bolt holes in the angle 
irons were made 9/16 inch in diameter. Sl 

I had thought of hiring a carpenter to help with the framing of the 
roof, but when the time c,ame to begin there was no mohey. 

When the wall plate and the angle irons had been bolted down, I 
began the task of getting the beams up onto the top of the wall. This 

1 

• took sevenll days.' To get the long h~avy joists to the top of the wall I 
would set them on the top of a 55 gallon aru:p1 placed near an outside 
corner ofthb, wall and then raise on~ end by p~shing down on the other 
end. When the high end of the be.am was higher than the top of the wall 
I would then pivot it on the drum and swing it over·and down to the 
ton edl!t> nf the wall. Now, I could heave on the lower end of the beam 
uhtil it ~n~ up :tnd over ~o~-fal. 1 acr~ss the ~n.terior angle of t}:le corner. , 

, Spac1 oft~ X 6 mch rafter~ and JOists was set 4 feet on center, 
~except in tH living room anp the dining room where' the joists were\ 

6 X 8 inch beams and set 8 feet'on center. First to be set in position and 
drilled were the t.ibists. Next, pieces of 4 X 4 inch lumber were set on 
some of the joists along the center line of the ·roof and the ridge beam· 
was set on these and nailed and bra.ced temporarily. . ~. . -

To set the rafters, I' first cut the ridge beam end of a rafter to the' 

~----- ----

-.-----··-
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Wall and roof construction. Note lintels over winaows on the left, door opening on 
the right and concrete bond beam runni.ng around the wall, capping both. Wall 
plate sits on the bond beam and anchors ceiling \oi~ts and rafJ:m to the wall. 

~~ 

required angle, using· a carpenter's square to first measure the angle. 
This was then butted up against the .ridge beam and held in place ~ith 
a small nail while I held an angle iron fastener in place to mark. the 
positions of the bolt holes; also marked was the position of the seat cut 
where the rafter was to rest on the wall plate. Boles were drilled slightly 
oversize, and rafte'rs were made long enough to provide for e'aves. . 

Sections of ridge beam can be spliced together by making 45° angle 
cuts· on the adjoining ends and then nailing them together. Then, lap 
the splices with 2 three foot .long splints of 2 Xo 8 inch Douglas Fir and 

' fasten these to the beam with 2 Sfs inch bolts on each side of the splice. 
Plan the -splices sb they occur at the midpoints between pairs of rafters. 

The valley rafters, which occur where the 2 wings of the roof meet, 
presented some difficult ~uts, but_ Practical House Carpentry taught me 
how tp make th~m. _ . , 

·The rafters at the ,gable ends of the roof were supported by 2 X 4 
it1ch studsj '16 inches on center, nailed to the rafters and to the wall 
plate. · , . 

To cover the roof, 2 X 8 inch T & G pine was used. I started lay~ 
ing·this at the ridge beam and worked it on dqwn to the eaves, nailing 

•)• ··~ . .., 



with two 16 penny nails at each be3ring .point on a rafter, and staggering 
the joints. It was sometimes difficult to get the T & G to fit tightly to, 
gether, and so I would have to nail a block of wood to the board that 
was already nailed down and use a clamp, one hook on the ridge beam 
side of the block and one hook on the lower edge of the loose board, to 
draw them together. 

For· structural strength, 3/a inch plywo?d \as !)ailed over the T & G. 
I used the type called CDX, which is made with exterior type glue so 
the weather won't hurt it. Joints wer~ staggered 50%. 

Roof beams were all stained before the sheeting was put on, and 
the T & G was stained before it was put in: place. 

Positioning of holes for vent pipes should be done with a plumb bob, 
as I found that dropping a rock, which I tried {irst, is not very accurate. 

Porch posts were spaced 12 feet on center to\provide plenty of room 
for slinging hammocks. \ 

The final covering on the roof was Redwood shakes, nailed to 1 X 4 
inch Douglas Fir nailing strips. In the Uniform Building Code there is 
a section ?n specifications for sha~e and shingle roof~\ . 
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PLUMBING 

r ' 
There are no great mysteries or hard.-to.-acquireskills assoeiated with 

the installation of a plumbing system in a home. Except for one day of 
. my father's time, I was able to do all of my own plumbing; everything 
works. •' -

The best way to find out what to do is to study the Uniform Plumb .. 
ing Code and your local county buiJding ordinances. Information on 
~ho . .w to do it ~ar;1 come from asking_questions of the building supply 
fpeople from whom the materials are bought, and I got some help hom 
-~a well.-illustrated do.-it.-yoursdf plumbing book (which was not up 'to 
"' Code) f:r:om Sears Roebuck. When in doubt, ask your building inspector. 

Our water supply is from a well. From the well, a trench was dug 
250 feet to the house and plas-tic pipe, called PVC, was laid in it along .. 
side the wires needed to supply electricity to the pump. PVC is cheaper 
than metal pipe and will not corrode . .It can be cU:t with a hacksaw, and 
it is put together with a special glue. and slip .. on fihings. As the distance ;- . 
from well to house was so great, l 1/2 inch pipe was used to avoid a 

& pressure drop. A couple of inc;hes of sand 'were put under the pipe to 
· minimize the chance of differential settlin_g- causing the. pipe' to break 
when the trench was filled in. . -, 

About 2 feet outside the house a tee_ ~ent on the line -to pro-<ride 
branch lines to outside hose bibs for the garden. Then, an adapter went 
on the line .so I could change over to 3,4 inch copper pipe. Before entering 
the house; a gat~ shut.-off valve was put on the line so 'that the house 
water col:lld be shut off in case of possioJe plumbing disasters. 

All of the water supply lines in th~ house· ·are copper. There are 
~different types of coppe't pipe, determined by the thickness of the wall of 
the pipe, to be used in different circumstances:·Tbe book from Sear~ 

- I 
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gave good instructions on how to solder the pipe·a~d the fittings to~ " '59 
gether,,.and the only t~ouble- that I h~d ~as that at first I would get the 
fittings toq hot and the solder would n6t adhere to the-copt?erdthd once 

\. copper h~ beeli overheated it will never be solderable. The Sears' book 
lists the material~. and- the tools needed to ins tali the vario~s types of 
1 (",, b' '1 ~1 i ' p urn mg ava1 a ~ . · . . ,~, .. - · - . , 

· The ;ffiain 3 <4)rfch cold water ,pipe has 1!2-inch ·branch. lines to the 
kitchen, service rex;m. and bathroom.fixt{Jres. The vario~s sipks, wash~ 
ba,sins· and toilets are connected .to the V2 inch branch lines by

1 
means of 

3fs inch flexible copper tubing. This tubing may be bent with ,• regular' 
tubing bender of, by filling it" whh dry sand, by bending it by hand. 
Shutoff valves connect tbe.,.pipei and 'the tubing. 

Copper pipe should· never dome in c~ntact with other metals as 
electrolysis will destroy the_pipe. · 
·. . . At the hot ~ater .hea!er; a c~heck. valve and a shut~ff /va~ve wer~ ~. 
msta.Ued on the mcommg col9 water lme. A Water pressure·rehef valve 
was installed on the hot water line outlet and its drairi)\was exteRded to 
QU~~ide the house. Flexible tubing ·:Yith atta~hed fittings ~as' use~ 'to ,/ 
connect tne heater to the water p1pes. Hot water ltnes are 1f2 mch 

~ • ': ' :t_ • "1. 

copper p1pe. · 
. Hot and cold water lines for therwashing machine nave hos_e bibs 

on the ends. . · · · 
.· To l~am about installing t~ilets I lasked questionsof the owner of 

·. the stor{ where I bought tpem. Tne proces~. is simple:·. 
J ... ![Slip t()ilet ring ov~r :nd of tdilet bep~: ~ ·· . · . . ~, 

/ 2. ·,~aulk lower port1on. of gap between m~tde of tmlet nng and out~ 
side· afloilet-bend with tow. , · 

3. Fil( remainder of gap with mol.ten lead. . 
4-- Pres's a, wax gasket around the toilet bowl outlet. , 
5, Bolt toilet to toilet ring, tightening the nuts only finger tight to 

·avoid cracking the bowl. c ~ . ~ • • · 

Drain ·lines .. ate of hubless ~st~iron plpe helg/togcrther with f~exible i 

plastic .sle'eves and stainless steel \lamps. The main drain is 4 incb. pipe 
__and_ th~ feeder drains are 2 inch. Th~ minimum allowable grade is 1fJ 

inch per foot. A rented chain~type-;pipe- cutter wa:g-usea to cut the pipe. 
Vent pipes are used to get rid of gas that forms in the drain line5. 

They may be of hubless cast~iron pipe, although I used-galvanized pipe . 
. Here is a check list of some of the things t9 ·be remeJ:l1bered; 
· 1. House drain must be 3 inches minimum for 2 toilets. 

,;.,- z~~ A:H horizen~aLdrairi .lines_~regyire cleanouts; wnich must b;e 
a~~e5sable and have ·1~ incHes minimum dearance iii front. . , 

··'". . ·-3': "Use "Cotl),.bination Y" and "lfs" bends ~t inter~ections of hori~ · 
. • • !'• ' 

.~ .- ' 
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zontal and vertical drain lines. 
4. Keep traps as close to fixtures as possible. 
5. Install sanitary tees at fixture inlets to drain lines. 
6. Approved type of pan or shower intercepter subdrain and 2 inch 

'l. 
trap required for shower. _ · 

7. Main vent same size as house drain . 
. 8. Maximum distance from fixture trap to vent is 24 inches. 
9. Intersections of, vertical fixture vents and horizontal vent lines 

must be at least 6 inches above rim of fixtures serveq., 
10. Galvanized iron pipe 6 inches minimum cle~rance above ground 

or concrete slab floor~ 
1 

t,... •• 

11. CQnswlt county plumbing ordinance for maximu·m number of 
fixtures on each drain or vent line. , 

No sewer.lines exist in our areR, and so a septic tank system had to 
be 1hstalled to treat and dispose of the sewage from the main house 

--------.. ~--Q@in. Information on how to lay~out. this system and make the neces~ 
· sary·p-ercLYlation test was obtained from the county health department 

(see Appendix for dcta,ils). We did all of the shovel work ourselves, 
some 140 t,ons of dirt moving. A reRdy~mage concrete septic tank and 
distribution boxes were bought from a dealer, who-brought the tank out 
on a truck with a boom and lowered it directly ipto the hole with no 

' l . -;-

-.tt:G-\l-ble. I had considered making my own tank, but the time and money 
j 

v, __ involved favored buying one. The 40 yards of drain rock needed, cost~ 
in-g $3 per yard, delivered, came from a nearby quarry. See the diagr~m 

_ in the Appendix for lay~outs of typical 'septic tank systems. 

/ 

I was intrigued to learn fr;-om some of my reading on Mesopotamian 
archaeology that 4,000 years ago those people used vertical leach lines 
for disposal of sewage. Tl\ese consisted of shafts sunk down for several 
tens of feet in. which were placed srrings of perforated fired clay pipe. · · 
Broken pott,ery was filled in around the· pipe to act as drain rock. 

:/ 
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ELECTRIC ·wiRING 

( J 

·~ 

!i;> 

Wiring a home is more involved than doing the plumbing, but all 
of the elements are . basically simple. By studying the book Wiring 
Simplified, which follows the National Electrical Code, I learned all 
that I had to know about laying~out circuits and wiring switches and 
outlets. Another book that helped, and one that has many good illustra~ 
tions, is the Sears Roebuck book Simplified f!lectric Wiring Handbook, 
although it does not follow the Code in all respects. The Sears book has 
an illustrated list of the tools needed and describes their uses: When in 
doubt, consult your building inspector. _ / 

To start my electrical system, I began by studying the a)lO:,e books 
. and laying~out a wiri,ng diagram on a floor plan of the hous!·' The posi~ 
tions of switches and outlets were selected and then they ;Were divided 
into various circuits. Special circuits for the stove, dryer, J:fld the washing 
machine were drawn in. I learned about the types of wiring and the 
conditions under which they may be used. There ai~ tables which de~ 
scribe the sizes of wire which must be used, and the capacities of conduit, 
switch boxes and outlet ooxes fotn~bers of wire~faccm-u-rrig~to size. The 
information began to seep in. · 

Conduit embedded in the concrete fou,ndation was used to bring 
·wires to the base outlets in the sections of adob~ wall. Romex was used 
in the wooden partition walls and alon:g the tops of !b_e__adebe walls and 
joist beams. Romex does not have to be ~cealed if it is more than 8 
feet above floor level. 

The only tools needed beyond my carpenter's tools were a conduit -
bender and a tool for cutting a~d stripping wire. -· - _ -

The actual wiring involved only about 4 different hook~ups. It 'took 
time to become familiar with them, but I did them all correctly. Twist~ 

61 



62 on solderless connectors make the connection of wires a simple thing. 
Clip--on wire clamps ground the ground wires to the switch and outlet 
boxes. Circuit breakers were used in place. of fuses in the main panel. 

When it came time to check rnv circuits, I taped the ends of each 
circuit together at the main panel and then used a friend's ampmeter to 
checkc:QD._!:intJity by making contact at the contact scrrews of each outlet. 

. It wasn't until all of the wiring was completed that the power corn~ 
party brought in power to the house. Not wanting_ power and. telephone 
lines visible around the house, I dug a 220 foot long trench to the nearest 
power pole and had that section laid underground. 

------------
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·Probably the most important asset tha respective adobe home 
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builder can have is the ~bility to read and under d. ·That, and the 
conviction that .there is . .flways ? way to accompli-sh thu-1:>. r~_ much. 
more important than previous experience in any of the building ··._ · s. 
In all phases of planning and building it is necessary to find out .. and~tG~:_:··. ~~,., · 
underst~nd what your county building inspector requires; to consider the ..____··~---~ 

. . ·~ 
types and the merits of materials that can be us.ed; an9 to find out about 
and use the proper tools. 

Our home cost us about $6.50 per square foot to build, .exclu, 
siye of land and water supply costs. I would estimate that a rectang, 
ular,shaped 2 bedroom home with about 1,000 square feet of useable 
floorspace could be built for about $7,000 in materials. With the out, 
side walls built in the 16 ins:b\solid bearing wall method ·and some 12 
inch wide· adobe partition waifs, about 4,00D adob~wo.ul.-d-be-needed. -Squtinize your 1 · rental businesses to see what they 

It is not necessary to have electric power on the building site. All 
of our digging, sawing.and drilling were done by hand. Several times I 
had to drill 12 inch holes in the concrete foundation for water pipes, 
and this was done with a star bit and a 2Vz pound hammer. \ 

Tiling a shower or a sink counter is not difficult. There ~re plastic 
adhesives that permit tiles-to be.gl_t1ed directly onto a plywood.\ backing.' 
We used a mottled green Japanese cbran1ic tile with.wayey edges anP, 
grouted the joints with gray mortar. Instructions and the simple tools 
needed cari be obtained where one buys the tile and the adh'esive. 

Latex ba_s_e paints are recommended if adobe walls are to be painted . 
. Pil base paints will not do as the oif penetrateS the bricks and bonds 

.• 
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The -;ixty-foot long ~'urch, "'till incomplete. ~l)te casement windows nearly flush 
with rhe wall, lintels abuvt" each. 
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D with the.asphalt. If the natural color is wanted, 0lit something is needed 65 
"toEkeep the adobes from shedding dust when touched then used a clear 

/ water seal such as Thompson's. 
We were able to operate on a pay~as~you~go basis with regard to 

financing. If you wish to test the reaction· of the upholders ~the estab~ 
lishment when confronted with the true initiative and pioneer spirit 
that they claim to admire and nourish, then just try talking with your 

· local lending institution officials; you'll find out that they mean the 
pioneers who are listed in Dun & Bradstreet. It is gratifying to be able 
to do without them. 

If you are pl-anning to buy an unimproved lot in the country, it 
is recommended that a thorough investigation be made concerning such , 
items as th~se listed below. Your smiling real estate salesman may neglect 
to furnish accurate information. 

1. Soil percolation and septic tank system sites. Many counties re~ 
quire proof offgood soil percolation for disposal of septic tank effluent 
before they will issue a building permit. Usually, a lot must be at least 
an acre in siz~. to allow for a home site, a well, and a septic tank leach 
field. 

2. Cost of drilling a well, the probability of finding water, and the "" 
"qualitY-of that water. 

tl. 3. Co--stof--brin!@lg in electricity. 
4. Access to the fot.· 
5. Boundaries. The corner posts shown to you may not be accurate~ 

ly located if a survey has not been made. The fitle insurance that I 
have seen (mine) does not insure against such mishaps. 

6. Zoning and community development -mastetplans.-- --- ~-. -·· 
It is best to reckon on doing :;tt least 95% of the wor~ yourself be~ 

cause there is such a great amount of it that occasional volunteering by 
friends and relatives doesn't whittle off very much, no matter how much 
it is appreciated. Besides some general labor, as you go along you can 
expect to receive some helpful advice (a hod carrier taught me how to 
set string guides), some skilled work (a retired window gl~r put all the 
glass in my window frames), and variqus gifts and loans of tools and 
materials. It all helps, andtat least it is nice to have company. 

We have been living in our adobe home for 6 months now and 
there are still portions of it that are not yet finished. In building an 
adobe, it seems natural for the builder to want to make everything him~ 

· self. To cover the concrete slab floors, I plan to make some 1,400 big 
red tiles of the type used in the early California missions. This will take 
so erimenting, but at least I know of a good source of fire 'clay 
·nearby. Doors · house will be sturdy fabrications of planks and old 



66 wrough~iron square nails. The square nails I picked up on the sites of 
long since roti:ed~away flumes in the Sierra Nevada, which the "49ers" 
built to carry water ro their diggings in the Mother Lode gold belt. In 
trying to copy the old technique of driving the nails through the wood 
and then bending or clinching the protruding end, I found 'that they 
will break off instead of bending if the end is not heated red hot to make 
it less brittle. 

It is a fine thing to live in a house that has an inspiring character. 
Decorative items for such a structure have to have a corresponding basic 
integrity. From mines and prospects in the U. S. and Mexico where I 
have worked there are rich ore samples, curiously formed rocks, and old 
tools, such as ,a wooden gold pan. The Mayo and the Tarahumara 
Indians in northwestern Mexico have supplied wool blankets, baskets, 
weaving implements, and a smoke~darkened rawhide drum. From the 
Pre~Spanish Indian cultures of Sinaloa, and parti~ularly the Culia(;an 
region, there are stone axheads, clay pipes, ornaments of worked sea~ 
shell, and clay spindle whorls with incised designs. Ranchos in the 
Sierra Ma:'dre_ are represented by rawhide riatas, large red oJ.Jas, and 
handkerchiefs embroidered by young senoritas with romantic /symbols 
and declarat~ons. One of our most unusual items is a 4 inch long ripple~ 
flaked obsidian knife blade lost long ago by an Indian hunter and found 
by me when I was excavating dirt to make the adobes. 

Making and building with the adobe brick entails involvement with 
many of man's oldest and most fundamental needs, skills, attitudes and· 
experiences. We have found it all to have been well worth the time and 
effort spent. 

-~- -------

The main room, with fireplace and floor still incomplete. 
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APPENDICES 



Nearly, 30 years ago I livep for a few months in oOne of four adobe 
duplex units in the desert at Thermal, California. At the time the 
extraordinary .feeli~g of comfort and well~being I experienced there 
seemed to be due to their good construction. Over the years, I came 
to realize that there was a more subtle and complex explanation 
which included the tender loving care supplied by the young couple 
who were builder~wner~tenant~caretakers, and some other ingredient 
adobe seems to radiate just by b-eing adobe. 

Gene Boudreau and I became good friends as soon as we met 
about twelv~e years ago, and he worked- for(: me a short time before 
his first trip to Mexico, ~here he met his wife, Sylvia. I saw them for / 
the first ·time in several years recently, after they had raised the walls· 
on this house, and I helped them celebrate the event. · 

I have. thought, about building. my own frorri ·time to time, and 
bay~ kept a file of information about adobe constr~tion, but I was 

-_- -=t~--- -·- - -- --·- ', 

never able to find a book which told me what~eed~a to know. 
The urge is getting stronger now, and with Gene's bo~,in my library, 
I expect to create the opportunity t~:\ actually start as_ so~n'·a~ possible. 
If you live close enough to mp.ke use- Df his personal services, as I will, 
r would certainly recommend it. 

I believe Gene has treated the engineering and building code. 
aspects very well in this book, but the requirements will vary over a 
wide range for readers in different areas. Less conservative construe~ 
tion has been built by laymen long ago which has lasted many years. 
If one. follows the principles qutlined in the first paragraph of the ' 
section on "Loose Ends", I· am sure any problems in this area will 
be aJlequately resolvea.-·Now. ge! started! 

.. .R. W m. Rollins ·' ~ _, 
$ . 

Registered Civ.il Engineer SSSS, California 
August 1971. 
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UNIFORM BUILDING CODE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADOBE BRICKS . 

r ' 
Many counties base their building cdcles on the ·l)niform Building 

Code, in which are included certain standards set for "unburned clay 
brick", meaning adobe bricks, and their use. Anyone planning· to make 
adpbes should consulL with his local county building permit office to 
see if they require anything•in the way of standards beyond those set by 

· the Unifcirm Building Code. If your county has not adop.ted the Uniform 
c Building_Code and has no oth,er stf!.ndards then it is still a· good practice 

to conform with the U.B.C. Copies can be found in libraries and book 
stores. 

"' The following is quoted from Uniform Building Code Standard No. 
24,15, in -the '1970 edition of the. Uniform Building Code Standards. 

.• • . . '<t; 

· "Sec. 24.1501. This Standard cavers unburned clay masonry -units 
·--~ ,~ ~,macfe~ from a suitable mixture of soil,. clay, and stabilizing agent, and 

'intended for use in brick masonry. 
"Sec. 24.1502. (a) Soil. The soil used shall contain not less than 

25% and. not more than 45% of material passing a No. 200 mesh sieve.' 
The soil shall contain sufficient day to bind the particles together, but 

· shall not contain more than' 0.2% of water soluble salts. 
· (b) Stabilizer. The stabilizing' agent shall be emulsified asphalt .. The 

stabilizing agent shall be· uniformly mixed with the soil· in amounts 
s.ufficient to provide the required resistance to absorption. 
· ."" :'Sec. 24.1503. At the time. of delivery to the site of tne work the 
·units shal(confnrm to. tht; phy5ical requirements prescribed 1n Table No .. 
24 .. 1, A. . . . , "" . 

·· "Se.t:. 24.1504~ No units shall. con_tain more. than . three shrinkage 
cracks, .and no shrinkage crack shall exceed 3 inches in lkngth or lf4 inch 
in width. . . , --



\ 

"Sec. 24.1505. These methods cover procedures for th.e sampling"'- 73 
and testing of unburned· cl_ay masonry units for compressive strength, 
modulus of rupture, absorption, and moisture content. 

"Sec. 24.1506. For each of the -t~sts prescribed in this Standard, 
five sample~its shall be selected at r~rtdom from each lot of 5,000 units 
or fraction the~of. . 

"Sec. 24J507~ Each specimen shall be mirked so .that it may be 
identified at any time. Markh-lgs shall tover not more than 5% of the 
superficial area of the specimen. 

·"Sec. 24.150& Compressive strength tests shall be conducted in ac~ 
cordance with U;B.C. Standard No. 24~26. 

"Sec. 24.1509. Five full~size specimens shall be te~ted for modulus 
of rupture according to the follgwing procedure: .... •i • · 

"Sec;:. 24.15 LO. A 4~inch cube cut from. a sample unit shall-be tested 
for_ absorption a.s:cording to the folloW'ing procedtJre: · ' 

1. Dry specimen to a ccnstant weight in a ventilated ove.l) at 
212°f,239°F. • \ · . , - \ . . 

2: Place specimen on a constantLy water,saturated;porous surface for 
seven days. Weigh'specimen. .· . · 

3. Calcul?te absotpJion as a percei).tage of the initial dry weight. 
"Sec-. 24.1511. Five- representative specimens shall be tested .for 

moisflire ·~contenr· accoFdi.ng to the· following ·procedure:· 
1. Obtain the weight of each specimen immediately upon n;~ceh:ing. 
2. ~ry all specimens to constant weight in _a ventilp.ted oven- at 

212°F.~239°F. and obtain dry weight .. 
3. Calculate absorption as-a percentage of the initial dry weight." 
I am not quoting the, procedures for. the tests for compressive 

strength and modulus o'f rupture as they require special equipment; but 
commercial testing laboratories can do them, though you can't. 

Table No. 24~1~A statt=:s that the minimum compressive strength 
shall average· 300 pounds per square inch for 5 tests, but no individual 
shall test less than 250." The average of 5 tests for modulus of rupture 

,.,_ shall be a minimum of 50 pounds per square inch, . but no individual 
shall test less than 35. Maxfmum wafer absorption in pounds per cubic 
foot, based on % of dry weight, shall not be more than 2.5%. Max~ 

. imum moisture content, based ·on % of dry weight, shall not be more 
than 4.0%'. 4?P 
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Fireplace going up, but not~yet cut through the roof: The rebars are bent into 
place as you go. Note firebrick around the hearth beneath the adobes. Hearth will 

·be faced with homemade ceramic , btick. ' ' 
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PERCOlATION TEST PROCEDURE~:~ 

r ' ,, 

,1. Number and location of tests. 

A. Single Lots-Three or more tests shall be made in separate 
test holes spaced uniformly over ~ach :proposed ~bsorptiqn,field site. 

------B. Subdivision requirements-A mi~imum of 1 test hole per acre 
for subf!ivision, more may be required.. ' , 

2. Type of test hole. Dig or bore a hole, with horizontal dimen, 
sions of fr~m 6 , to l2 inches and with vertical sides, to the depth of 
the proposed absorption trench, usually 36 inches. 

3. Pieparatio]l of test hole. Remove all loose material fro~ the 
hole. Add two inches of coarse sand_ or fine gravel to protect the bot, 

,, ~ torn frpm _scouring and ~ediment. Insert cylindrical wire screen or 
perforated bitumino~us. fiber pipe to prevent sloughing. If perforated 
pipe is used, fill, the space surrounding the pipe with clean gravel. 
. \ ' 

4. Prior to conducting the test, fill the hole completely with clear 
'·,_, water. In most soils it is necessary to refill the hole by supplying a 

surplus reservoir of water. Following adequate presoaking the test 
should give comparable results in .the same soil, whether made in a 
dry . or in a wet~"season. 

' 
Saturation .and swelfing of the soil. It is important to distinguish 

between sa:turat~oa and swelling. Saturation means that the, v o i d 
spa~es between soil particles are, full of water. This can be accom, 
.plished in a sho~. period of time. Swelling is caused by ·intn.isiori of 
water 1nfo the inaividual soil particle. This- is a slow process, especially 
in ~I~;y,type soil, and 'is the reason for requiring a prolonged S~f-king 
per10(f. , 

". 
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5. Percolation~rate measurement. Percolation~rate measurements 
shall be made on the day following the procedure described under 

? item 4, above. 
A. tf water remains in the te?t hole after the overnight soaking 

period, adjust the depth to approximately 12 inches over the gravel 
or as specified by tbe Health Officer. From a fixed reference point, 
measure the drop in water level over a six~hour period. The last read~ 
ings are used to calculate the stabilized percolation rate. 

B. If no water ;emains in. the hole after the overnight soaking 
period, add clear water to b'ring the depth of water in the hole to ap~ 
proxfmately 12 bches over the gravel or. ,as specified by the Health 
Officer. From a fixed reference point, measure the drop in water level 
at 60 minute intervals for 6 hours. If hole goes dry, refill to 12 inches 
over the gravel and resume testing. The last readings are used to cal~ · 
culate the stabilized percolation rate. The reading during prior periods 
provides informa.tion for possible modification of the procedure to 
suit local circumstances. , , 

C. In soils in which the bottom 12 inches seeps away in less 
than 30 minutes, after the overnight soaking period, the time interval 
between measurements shall be taken as 10 minutes and the test run 
for 2 hours or repeated twice. The last readings are used to calculate 
the perc~lation rate. 

' 
6A. Absorptiplt>rate requirements for private residence~., (Provides 

for Garbage~Grirtder ·and Autom'atic~Sequence Washing Machines.) 

Percolation 
rate (Time 

required for 
, . water to fall 

1 inch, iii 
- IIiin utes) 
1 or less 
2 
3 
4 
5 

' . . 

Requ ed 
absor ion 

area, in square 
fe per 

be r001n1, 
standard 

trench2 and 
seepage pjtsJ 

70 
85 

100 
115 
12"5 

'i 
( 
> 

" I 

Percolatiqn 
rate (Tirlle 

required for 
water to fall 

1 inch, hi. 
minutes) 

10 
1.5 
304 
454 

604 5 

R:equired 
absorption 

area, in square 
f~et per 

bedroom1 
standard 

trench2 and 
seepage pitsJ 

165 
190 
250 
300 
330 

. . I . 

6R Percolation Test Results: Areas in twhich the ground water 
. table is within 24 inches of the ground surfa~e are not considered suit~ 

·I 
able for subsurface sewage disposal. r 

i 

7. The testing procedures for soil percolation must be observed as 
described herein to insure valid results. Percolation test data must be 
submit'ted upon the forn1s provided. 



8. Official percola.tiem---tests. re,quire the services of a registered 85 
civil engineer or licensed land surveyor. 

l( 

9. This department must be notified at least 48 hours in advance 
of any soil percolation testing. 

_ 10. Submit on the page provided for that purpose a sketch of the 
area tested, showing approximate location of test holes with respect 
to property lines. 

*Basically developed at the Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center and us.ed by 
the Sonoma County Department of Health Services. ' 

,j 
-!Jn every case, sufficient area should be provided for at least two bedrooms. 
2Absorption area for standard trenches is figured as trench-bottom area.• 
3Absorption area for seepage pits is figured as effective side-wall area beneath the inlet. 
4Unsuitable for seepage pits if over 30. 
sUnsuitable for leaching systems ,if over 60 . .. d 
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DISPOSAL FIELD 
Typical Examples 

Septic 
Te~nk 

I • Septic 
Tal"k 

' 
' 

\ 

~==~~=m_ -:---$ .fe~"t sol1d pipe '"'"'"""m -5 f~l!t' ~in. (solid pipe) 
q fee-t m 1 n 1 I'Yuun E:::::::::=:=:::~~~~-===::=:-...::-::::=-=-:::::::::-::::-;:z-~-;;ii-;.14 

sohd pipe _ t -<J .ft:!et, selid pipe 
Tr•nch spQ.c~n~ m~st . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _ 

be llt Ius l- hoic.e -q fed, ~olid . ipe 
ht~h 101icHh. 

Note~ Qll tl"el'\ch bot-toms "'"'s-t be level 

Oa-i~inal :ooit or 
'"mpa.:t~d peG ~r«vel 

Tre.,ch 

Da.Sh line 'tndica.-tes per-forated pip~ 

wndo'!r ':)1"<-'d~ 
15-'f-oi!d MH'IIMMM' solid pipe 

,· 
3 lhches str"w 
01- 01nt~a.te.d 

b,.lldi""! paper 

Roc.k 1/~ -t-o 
I~ inch 
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